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RELATIVE COGENERATIONS WITH APPLICATIONS TO TREE AUTOMATA AND A THEORY OF ABSTRACT ALGEBRAS WITH FEEDBACK MODIFICATIONS
The usual theory of automata is interpreted in universal algebra as a theory of tree automata. A notion of feedback is used in the theory of automata, in algebraic structure theory of sequential machines and in the control theory [5)6] . In this paper we give an interpretation of the notion of feedback as an automaton used for the modifications of operations. In this waqr we obtain a theory of abstract algebras with feedback modifications called briefly feedbaok algebras. Using a theory of relative cogenerations given in § 3 we prove in § 4 that every feedbaok algebra admits cogenerations. This theorem may be considered as a generalization of my Theorem 1 in £7]. By the notions of congruences of feedback algebras we obtain for eaoh abstract algebra A a set Q(A) of sets KcCon(A) of congruences of A. For every K e Q( A) the algebra A admits the relative cogenerations, i.e. for each equivalence ~ of A there is a greatest congruence in K contained in ~ . Using the notion of closed feedbaok algebras we introduce new examples of enriohmental theories of abstract algebras in the sense of [9] . Some applications to tree automata are given in § 3 and 4 ([3] , [l] )« This paper is based on the lecture presented at the Conference on Universal Algebra held at the Technical University of Warsaw (Wilga), May 22-25, 1986. 1. Feedback automata and modifications Let Z be an; set and let n be a natural number. We denote by Fb n (Z) the set of all functions of the following form a s Z Z° such that cc(r,f)(r) * f(r) for all reZ n and feZ 2 ".
The elements of Fb Q (Z) are called the feedbaok automata of the rank n over Z. The set Fb Q (Zj is a monoid with respect to the multiplication ot */i given by the formula (cx./3)(r,f) = a(r, /3(r,f)).
The unit of this monoid is the projection e & (r t fj = f. For each HQFb n (Z) we denote by ext fi the monoid homomorphism from the free monoid H* generated by H to the monoid Fb n (Z) which is the unique extension of the inclusion map
VH--FVZ).
n ifc*e Fb n (Z), then a subset KSZ Z is said to bea-olosed provided K determines a subautomaton of a, i.e. K has the property» (s) if fe K and reZ n , then o< (r,f) € K.
If a subset K is a-closed for all oc e H £Fb n (Z), then K is called H-olosed. We define a feedbaok modification over a set Z to be a function which for eaoh natural number n determines a feedbaok automaton of the rank n over Z. The set of all feedbaok modifications over a set Z is denoted by Fb(Z). Henoe Fb(Z) is the set of all functions (p such that <p (n) e FbJfZ) for eaoh natural number n. The set Fb(Z) is a monoid with respeot to the multiplication <p* y given by formula (9>*y)(n) ® <p (n) # f(n) for all n where 9>(n)*y/(n) is the multiplication in the monoid Fb Q (Z).
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The unit of Fb(Z) is the function e such that e(n) = en is the unit of Fb (Z) for all n. If yieFb(Z'), then for all reZ n zn and all f in Z the value <p(n)(r,f) will be also briefly denoted by<p(r,f). If S£Fb(Z), then S(n)sFbn(Z) is the set {<p(n):9es}. A subset K of Z 2 is said to be S-closed provided K is S(n)-closed. For every Ss.Fb(Z), we denote by Bxt$ the monoid homomorphism Bxtt : S*~FbtZ) which is the unique extension of the inclusion map ig:S pb(Z), where £ is the free monoid generated by S. The feedback modifications will be used to modify abstract algebras. An abstract algebra is any pair A =<AQ,A^)> such that A^ is a sat called the universe or support of A, A^ is a function which for each natural number n determines a set A^ of n-ary operations in the set AQ$ A1 is called the operation structure of A and the elements of A1 are said to be the n-ary fundamental operations of A. i f n A structure type of an abstract algebra ,A is a pair £ = = » T>such that £ is a family of disjoint sets of operation symbols of rank n and 3* is a family of surjective mappings "¡fn :
^" n» where n is any natural number. If an abstract algebra A is considered as an algebra of structure type then for all n, all re^n, the n-ary fundamental operation ^(S") is denoted by (?A and A is said to be £ -.algebra or an abstract algebra of (symbol) type £ with arity function £(&) = n for fr e £ , For the general theory of abstract algebras and for the theory of £ -algebras see in the papers [2, 4, 8, 9] . If A and B are two abstract algebras, then the relation AB means that A0 = By and A., "£.B, " for all n, moreover B is called an enrichment i ,n 1,n * of A. For each set Z the set finrz(AL) of all abstract algebras A with AQ = Z is a complete lattice with respect to the relation" ^ r. Let AeBnrz(AL) and let <p£ Fb(Zj. By A^, we denote the abstract algebra B suoh that B,, = Z and B-_ = and aoc|a' = (p\pf ; moreover k' is the a-image of A. ir'or the seoond example we define the general product of abstract algebras. If A^, te'J.', is a family of abstract algebras, then the general product of A^, teT, is tne aostract algebra A such that A^ is the direct product of sets for some r'e a£ or for all n, 0" e 2Ln, all r,q e AQ and all teM* holds:
Let ub observe that the composition of very strong, strong and usual (Z^,M)-homomorphiems Is also a very strong, strong and usual (2J,M)-homomorphism. In this way we have obtained three oategories of feedback algebras of (syabol) type (£,M). Those oategories will be denoted by VSPal^ , •SPalj^ and For feedback algebras we kave four notions of a congruence. 2.2. Definition.
Let <A,H> be any feedback algebra and let -be any oongruenoe of the abstract algebra A.
I. The relation ~ is called a (usual) congruence of <AtH> or a H-oongruenoe of A if it has the following property:
(1) for all eH, all n, al-1 f e A., and all r,r'tq,q' e A® if r~r' and q~q', then <plr,t]( q) ~9>(r' ,f) (q '), where r~r' means that r(i)~r'(i) fop all i. II. The relation ~ is called a very strong oongruenoe of <A,H> or a very strong H-congrueiaoe of A if it has the following property:
(2) for all n, all <t, ^< t' ,y>ed(ig,H), all f 6 A1 ,(3'€ 6 Aq if t~t' and q~q' , then G( AQ) (<t,ij/>,f) (q ) ~ ~G(A0)«t' ,y>,t)(q') where t ~t' means that t(i)~t'(i) for i«1,...,Ivl*n.
III. The relatioit ~ is a strong congruence of <A,H> or a strong H-oongruence of A if it has the following property: (3) for all n, all fe A1 n, all r,r',q,q' e AQ and all<?€H* if r~r' and q ~q' , then B*tH(9)(r,f) ( i) ~SxtH(^) (r',f)(q'),.
IV, The relation ~ is called a reversible oongruenoe of <AtH> or a reversible H-congruenoe of A if it is a congruence of <A,H> and it has the following property:
A n 0 (4) for each^eH, all n, all f 6 AQ if ~ is a congruence of all operations 9>(r,f), where re AQ, then for all q,q'e Ag 9>(q,f)(q' )~9>{q' ,f)(q) provided q~q'. By a simple verification we obtain 2.3. Let us observe that 2.5. If ~ is a congruence of a feedbaok algebra < A,H>, then ~ has the following properties« (1) if feA1
, <pe H and r~r', then y>(r,f) (r') ~$o(r',f)(r),
(2) if f6A1 n, (p<£ H, q~q't then y>(r,f) (q ) -pfr.f) (q') i.e. ~ is a congruence of the operations ^(r,f) for reAg, n (3) if f' eAQ° and ~ is a oongruenoe of all operations p(r,f') where re AQ and <p is one given fixed element of H, and moreover (1) holds for f = f', then ~ is a oongruenoe of f'. Proof. The property (1) follows from 2.2.(1) for r~r' and r'~ r. The property 2 follows ftom 2.2.(1) for r » r'. Pot (3) assume that q~q'. Then f'(q) « ?>(q ,f') (q ) ~ ~^(q,f')(q') iV ,t')(q)~.<p(q' ,t')(q') ' f'(q').
-199 -2.6. Let <A,H> be any feedbaok algebra. Then the following propositions hold:
I, If ~ is a congruence of <A,H>, then ~ is a congruenoe of AR.
II. If ~ is a reversible congruence of <A,H>, then for all 99e H ~ is a congruenoe of a n-ary operation f if and only if ~ is a congruence of all operations <p(r,f), where r e AQ.
Proof.
I follows from 2.5.(2). II follows from 2.5.(3). For each feedback algebra <A,H> the sets of all strong, very strong and of usual congruences of 0,H> will be denoted by SCon(<A,H>), VSCon(CA,H>) and Con(<A,H» respectively. If those congruences are considered as H-congruences of A, then those sets will be denoted by SConjj(A), VSCon^fA) and Conjj(A). Hence we have SCon«A,H>) = SCor^fA), VSCon«A,H>) = VSCon^A) and Con«AtH>) = Con^fA). let us observe that the notion of {e}-congruence of A, where e is the unit of the monoid FbfAg), is identical with the usual notion of a congruence of an abstract algebra A. Henoe we obtain Con(A) = Con|g|(A).
A subalgebra of a feedback algebra <A,H> is any feedback algebra <Ca' ,H>, where A' is a subalgebra of A.
2.7. If<TA,H>is a feedback algebra, AH^r~ a' and Y is a subalgebra of A', then<_Y0,H> is a subalgebra of<A,H>. If a set X generates A, then for each HiPbiA^) and each abstract algebra A' with Ajj$r A' the set X generates a'.
Proof. Let <pea. Moreover, let feA1 n. For each tsYQ, f(rj =9>(r,fj(rje YQ since Y is a subalgebra of A'. Henoe YQ is closed with respect to all fundamental operations of A and thus YQ may be considered as a subalgebra of A. If Y^X is a subalgebra of A' , then YQ may be considered as a subalgebra of A but X generates A, and thus YQ = AQ i.e. X generates a' > p A^.
If <A^, H^>for teT are feedback algebras, then the general product of <A* teT, is the feedbaok algebra <A,H>, where A is the general product of A^', teT, and H = w( P H^t ) ), w s P H^'--Fb(An) is defined by the teT teT -epimorphism, then h is the terminal object of the category Bpij,(A,K,~) and thus the congruence modh is K-cogenerated by~.
3.2.
Definition. let A be any abstract algebra and let Ks.Con(A) be any set of congruences of A. We say that K admits in A relative cogenerations or that A admits relative K-coganerations if every equivalence relation ~of AQ K-oogeneratee in A a congruence i.e. for eaoh ~ e Bq(j'AQ) there is a greatest congruence in K contained in~.
3.3.
Theorem.
If an abstract algebra B admits relative K-cogsnerations, then for every abstract algebra A with A«r B the algebra A admits the relative K-oogenerations.
Proof. Since A^r B, therefore Con(B)s. Con(A) and Kc Con(B) Q Con( A). Hence the congruence ~*e K which is K-cogenerated in B by ~ , is also K-oogenerated in A by~.
By Theorem 1 from [7] every abstract algebra B admits cogenerations, i.e. admits relative Con(B)-oogenerations. Henoe by 3.3 we easily obtain 3.4.
Theorem. For two abstract algebras A and B if A^r B, then the algebra A admits relative Con(B)»ooge-nerations, 3.5.
Definition. let A be any abstraot algebra and let KQCon(A). Moreover, let ZL be the (symbol) type of A. An equivalence relation ~ of AQ is said to be mod K S-^ogula 1 in A provided there is a finite «od(K,~) Dimorphism of A. 3.6. Theorem, Let us assume that an equivalence ~ of AQ K-cogenerates a congruence ~ * in an abstract algebra A of (symbol) typeJL» Then the following conditions are equivalent: -202 - (1) the equivalence ~ is mod K^, -regular in Aj (2) there is in K a congruence of finite index whlok saturates ~ } (3) the congruence of A K-oogenerated by ~ has a finite index. The conditions (1), (2) and (3) are equivalent for all K = Con(B), where B is aity abstraot algebra with B. Proof.
(1)-(2). Let hsA -A' be a finite sod(K,~) 21-api®°rphism of A. Then oard(A0) is the index of modheK and it is finite. Moreover, aodh saturates-^. (2) =^{3). Let a oongruenoe e K which saturates ~ have a finite index. Then therefore we have a surjective ^-homoBorphisa hiAA/-«-AA,*. lenoe card(AA,*) = in(~*)^ «car(AA/) « in{~') i.e. the index of~*is a finite number, (3)=-*. (1). Then i^ik -A/^,* is a fiaite mod(K,~) Z]-epimorphisa of A i.e. by 3.5 the equivalence ~ is nod K 21-regular in A. The last part of 3.6 is obtained by 3. 4. 3.7. Definition. A subset Z£ AQ is ealled mod K-regular in an abstract algebra A of a (syabol) type £ provided the equivalence ~z of AQ induoed by Z, i.e. determined by the partition j AQ -Z, z], is mod K X.-®*»» 1 " in A.
A oharaoterization of mod K £ -regular subsets Z of an abstract algebra A of a (symbol) type is S iTen 3«6 for ~ =~z. The nod Con( A) -regular equivalences and subsets in a Y.-algelbra A are oalle.d £ -regular equivalences and subsets in A. By the last part of 3.6 we immediately obtain 3.8. For a 2L -algebra A and any ~ e Bq{A^) the following conditions are equivalent: (1) ~ is Y.-regular in Aj (2) there is a congruence of finite index of A whioh saturates ~ } (3) the congruence of A oogenerated by ~ has a finite index. 3.10. Definition. let K be any set of congruences of the algebra F^ (X). A mod K 21 -realization of a T. -machine f over,X and Y is each 21 -tree automaton UL = <c,A,w> over X and Y such that b M = f and the congruence induced by c^ belongs to K. If moreover, OL is reaohable, then Ot is said to be a mod K reachable 21 -realization of f.
For each KcConiF^ (X)) and each 21 -machine f over X and Y we have a category Real x (f) of mod K reachable y.-realizations of the 21 -machine f with morphisms from OL » = <c,A,w>to
Ot' = <c' ,k' ,w'> being all y. -homomorphisms q : A--k' such that commutes. The terminal objeot of Real^(f) is called a minimal mod K 21 -realization of f . A y.-machine f over X and Y is said to be mod K 21-r 66ular provided the equivalence modf induced by f is mod K 21 -regular in the algebra Fj,(X).
3.11. The ore m : I. A 21 -machine f over X and Y has a minimal mod K y,-realization if aha only if the equivalence modf induced by f K-cogenerates a congruence in the algebra F"(X).
II. If a
-machine f over X and Y hae a minimal mod K ^.-realization, then f has a finite mod K -realization if and only if f is mod K 2L -regular, III. Let K = Con(B), where B is any abstract algebra with Ft(X)i£r B. Then we haves (i) every -maohine f over X and Y haB a minimal mod K ^-realization,
(ii) a -machine f over X and Y has a finite mod K 21-realization if and only if f is mod K -regular. Proof.
I. The categories RealR(f) and Epi£(P^(X),K,modf) are isomorphio and thus by 3.1 we obtain I.
II. Follows from part I by 3.6. III. Follows from parts I and II by 3.4. 3.12. Definition. Let K be any set of congruences of the algebra FE(X). We say that K admits minimal relative £ -realizations over X if for every set Y every 21-maohine f over X and Y has <a minimal mod K 2L -realization.
By 3,11 we immediately obtain 3.13. Theorem. A set K admits minimal relativ.e ^-realizations over X if and only if the algebra Fj-iX) admits relative K-cogenerations. Now we give a remark on tree automata with different types. Let OL = <c,A,w>and
• <c,A 7 ,W> be a automaton and a 21 -automaton over X and Y respectively with the same input function o:X-»-A^ = AQ and the same output function W:AQ-»-Y.
Then using 2.7 we can prove the following proposition 3.14. If <p »A--k' is a feedback morphism, i.e. A', and Ol is reaohable, then Ct'is reaohable and by tree induction we obtain a function cp s --F^' (Xj^ such that:
2° for all n, all <5e2Ln we have ,t2,...,tn)) -ff'tyit,), y(t2)f...f^(tB)) provided 9>(<o<<(t1), o"(t2),... ,oa(tn)>, ©A) = Sy , 
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Cogenegations in feedbaok algebras and relative feedback cogenerations in abstract algebras
Now we prove the main theorem. 4.1. Theorem. Let <A,H> be any feedbaok algebra and let ~ by any equivalence relation of the set Aq. Then the following propositions hold:
(1) there is a greatest oongruenoe ~* of <A,H> contained in ~ and it is the greates H-congruenoe of A contained in~| (2) there is a greatest vgry strong congruence _ of
<A,H> contained in ~ and it is the greatest very strong H-oongruenoe of A contained in~j (3) there is a greatest strong congruence^* of <A,H> contained in ~ and it is the greatest strong H-aongruenoe of A contained in ~ | (4) there is a greatest reversible congruence of <A,H> contained in ~ and it is the greatest reversible H-congruenoe of A contained in ~ . z n * Proof.
For a set Z, fg Z and ye Fb(Z) we define in Z a (|if) | +1)*n-ary operation f ^ by the formula f v (r) -a(z)«t,v>,f)(q), where r = t«q in the monoid (Z n )*. Let us observe that, by 1° from the definition of G(Z) which is given in the last part of §1, f c = f, where e is the empty word. Moreover, for y e Fb(Z)*, if / e , an n-ary operation f acting on Z we define in Z a 2n-ary operation ^f by the defining formula
where Ext : Pb(Z}*-^Pb(Z) is the unique monoid homomorphism which is the extension of the identity inclusion t and q belong to Z n and r = t*q in the monoid (Z n )*. We remark that^f(r) = f^fu), where for some t and q in Z n we Using the above definitions we give the proof of (1)- (4). ©o Proof (1). We define OpV'U) = U U (A, n)w of A which is Con(A V8 * H ')-cogenerated by~. Hence by (2*) the oongruenoe ~*vs is the greatest very strong congruence of <A,H> contained in ~ and it is also the greatest very strong Q-oongruenoe of A contained in~. The abstraot algebra A is equivalent under oogenerations to the feedback algebra<A,{e}>, where e is the unit of the monoid FMAq). Hence Theorem 4*1 nay be considered as a generalisation of ay Theorem 1 from [7] * 4.2. Definition. Let A be any abstraot algebra. If K^Con(A), then K is said to be a feedbaok set of congruences of A provided there is a set HsFb(A Q ) with Ke {CongCA), VSConjj(A), SCon^(A), EConjjU)}. The set of all feedbaok seta of congruences of A is denoted by Q(A).
By 4*1 we immediately obtain||t 4*3» The-ore m. For every abstraot algebra A, for each feedbaok set K of congruences of A, i.e. for K€Q(A), the algebra A admits relative K-oogenertotions.
By 3*13 and 4*3 we have 4.4. Theorem. For every KeQ(F E (X)) the set K admits minimal relative £ -realisations over X.
For any feedbaok algebra <A,H > of a type (ZL,M) we can define ia an analogous way as in § 3 the categories *pi(£ fl|) «A,H>,~), VSBpi (2 ^mj«A,H>,~) and SBpi^> M j«A,H>,~) of usual, very strong and strong Ql.MJ-epimorphisme of <A,H> which saturate an equivalence ~ e Bq(A Q ). (2) if' f 6 Op A, then ^f e Op(A) for eaeh iftH* (we assume that ef • f if 6 is empty word). The algebra <A,H> is called complete if it is right and left complete* 5.6. Theorem. Por every feedbaok algebra < A,H> there is a least right complete, left oomplete and ooaplete feedback algebra < A',H> with A^r A'.
Proof. Por a set P of operations acting on Z and for y>6Fb(Z) we define p (P) to be the set{io(r,f) : there is n.rtZ n and fep). We define by induction three seiqueno«, P i 'i 1 ' and p i » 1 " of 8e,B of operations aoting on AQ through the formulas: i=0 an »jfe Opg*^ (A) j f is n-aryj. Moreover, for t e |r,l,c} we define A*** = ci| t, (A) to be the abstraot algebra B lt) saoh that BQ*^ = AQ and B^^ = Op^t , (A)n for all n. Prom the construction it follows that <A (r, ,H>, < A* 1 * ,H > and <A ( By 5.7 we iuwdiately obtain 5.9. Theorem. For every feedbaok selection fb and for te{r,l,c}the mapping fb^*'jEnr(AL) --Bnr(AL) is a monad of the poset category Enr(AL) of all abstract algebras under the relation s£ p i.e. fb^, for te{r,l,o}, is an enrichmental theory of abstract algebras.
The theories of the form fb^ and fb^0' are called right complete, left complete and oomplete feedbaok enrichmental theories of abstraot algebras. <my,<J>(xyx) = <y»«>(yxJ where n is arbitrary natural number, G e n» meM » and x and y are one-to-one n-ary and |y|*n-ary sequences of variables. Por ever; set y and i • 1,2,3 we denote by B^1"' fi) the free algebra in W l ' freely generated by 7. Let us denote by K* 1 ' = jm^D : m e m} QPb(B£ 1 ') such that for arbitrary n, all
• e M and r,qeB{ 1)B we have Ve define by induction K^2' « {• t me m|c Pb(B^2 i ) through the defining formulas K SB where n is arbitrary, e£ n » a«M, <t f^^> 6d(B¿ 2, ,X (2, ) and r,q6B^2' n , Moreover, we define by induction the set « |" k (3) ' through the defining formulas
• (3) (r,G(Bj 3) )«r kl , ?>,G (3) ) (q) -<•*,»> ( 3 )(wj) K B B
where n is arbitrary', (JeZL,» • e M t ye K^3^* and r,qe eB< 3,n . Then for i -1,2,3 F (1) (T) -<B (i, |Z, , K (i) > , where t is the 2Z »retract of B^. Pro« the construction of P^'it follows that P* 1 ' is a left adjoint functor to This finishes our proof of Theorem 6,1.
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